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 When thinking of the transition to sound pictures in early cinema, there is a tendency to 

think of the transformation in (literally) black and white. The silent era had the days of tints, 

tones, and hand-drawn colors that suddenly disappear into sound-accompanied grayscale, not to 

reappear until the dawn of Technicolor. In this version of the past, Kodak Sonochrome appears 

to be an anomaly at first glance. Released in 1929, Sonochrome was a pre-tinted 35mm film 

stock that was compatible with optical sound—and was marketed as such to film studios. For 

Sonochrome to have any market success, it would mean a different landscape of color in the 

early era of sound pictures. In this paper, I will discuss the colorscape of cinema during 

Sonochrome’s creation, its technical aspects, the evidence of its use in the 1930s, and on-going 

preservation concerns. Through a look into this rarely discussed piece of technology, I will 

attempt to illustrate how Sonochrome represents a much more colorful transition into 

photographic color than is acknowledged in film history.  

 

Color in the Silent Era 

 Though Sonochrome appears to be a relic of its time, the demand for pre-tinted stock 

came years earlier. Throughout film’s evolution in the silent era, audiences had come to expect 

the use of color in one form or another. During the 1910s, eighty to ninety percent of all films 

were either partially or entirely colored.1This was predominantly through the use ofapplied color 

processes, in which color would be added directly onto the positive, black and white film prints. 

These practices included tinting, toning, hand-coloring, and stenciling. It became common 
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practice for filmmakers to combine these processes for added depth.2However, even one of these 

processes tended to be labor intensive and left room for error. In the case of tinting, the film 

stock is submerged in a dye bath that tints the entirety of the stock even to the perforations. 

However, tints could come out uneven, and the chemicals used could cause the film to become 

brittle, especially when faced with the heat of a projector bulb.3 In addition, tinting could disrupt 

other color processes already applied onto the film. While tints dyed the entirety of the stock, 

toning targeted the silver in nitrate’s emulsion, leaving only the picture colored. As tinting 

needed to be done after the toning process, it could transform the tones into unwanted colors.4 

Kodak presented its solution to this issue in 1921 by releasing pre-tinted stocksin nine different 

colors.5With pre-tinted film, the base is colored rather than the gelatin so that the color is not 

disturbed by the developing or fixing process. It also provided ease in combining processes. 

Around 1925, Agfa released their own pre-tinted stocks in twelve different colors.6 With other 

film manufacturers following suit and releasing their own products, pre-tinted stocks were even 

sold at the same price as un-tinted stock by the mid 1920s.7 

 The end of the 1920s, however, saw the increasing use of optical sound. By 1928, five 

Hollywood studios had adopted the optical sound system created by Western Electric.8 With a 

growing demand for sound in cinema, film manufacturers also began creating photosensitive 
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film stocks that would accommodate the printed soundtracks.9 This created issues when 

combined with tinting and toning processes. The dyes would interfere with the soundtrack, in 

many cases destroying the sound quality. In other cases, especially with the use of pre-tinted 

stocks, the different colors would absorb different amounts of light, causing the volume levels to 

jump from color to color.10This left studios with a grave dilemma; to choose sound or color? It is 

here that history tends to purport that sound became the obvious and uncontested choice in the 

end. However, studios were not willing to give up on color so easily. Even if they had, such a 

massive change would not come without nuance or time. It was in this time of crisis that 

Sonochrome would be introduced.  

 

Sonochrome Technical Aspects  

 Sonochrome was developed by Loyd A. Jones, Kodak’s lead researcher at the time of its 

release in 1929. Jones detailed his findings and the specifications of Sonochrome in a paper 

written for SMPE Vol. XIII entitled “Tinted Films for Sound Positives.” There are two major 

components that stand out in Jones’s paper: his methodology for addressing the issues with 

volume variation between hues, and the overall artistic and psychological use of color in film.  

 In order to address the volume variation, lighter hues were chosen so as not to absorb as 

much radiation from the photo-electric cell.11 Changes in volume were inevitable as different 

colors would have different effects on the film, however Jones discovered a range of variation 

that was passable to the human ear. Overall, he concluded that there could be no more than a 

                                                      
9 Ibid.  
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four-decibel difference between colors. This meant the maximum photo-electric density was 0.3, 

with the minimum being 0.1.12 Sonochrome was mostly compatible with Western Electric’s 

potassium gas-filled optical sound bases, however the stock also proved compatible with Radio 

Corporation of America’s caesium types (with slight volume differences depending on which 

was used).13 This led to seventeen different fully sound compatible stocks (sixteen colors and 

one clear base to maintain volume consistency).  

 The sixteen colors are generally much lighter in hue when compared to Kodak’s or 

Agfa’s pre-tinted stocks from earlier in the decade, with an absence of a deeper red shade. Jones 

goes on to explain the “visual and psychological characteristics” of each shade.14For nearly 

every color, he gives example scenarios of scenes or emotions for which the colors could be used. 

It is perhaps his belief in the psychology of color in film that led him to give each color more 

unconventional names that suggested their potential use. Color names can be seen in the figure 

below: 

                                                      
12 Ibid, 206-208.  
13 Ibid, 201-204. 
14 Ibid, 221.  



  

Figure 115 

While some titles speak for themselves, names like “peachblow” or “fleur de lis” do little to 

market the actual colors. In general, its difficult to imagine how a filmmaker might navigate the 

exact colors they needed in the 1930s without a guide to help determine the exact shades. This is 

especially the case when determining between “afterglow,” “firelight,” and “candleflame.” Some 

scholars have derided Jones’s overly symbolic titles, and it’s hard to argue that they do present 

some degree of absurdity. However, with a lack of edgecodes to properly distinguish 

Sonochrome tints, the distinct names are now an unforeseen grace when attempting to find 

evidence of Sonochrome’s use. It’s breadcrumbs like these that help show its prevalence in the 

burgeoning era of sound.  
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Market and Cultural Impact  

 It’s a shame to say that there are so few known prints of Sonochrome in museums or 

archives. Often times, the evidence of its use doesn’t even come in the form of a print, but from 

director’s notes, film reviews, or complete happenstance. Because of this, it’s almost impossible 

to know the full impact of Sonochrome nor its true prevalence. Despite this, the evidence that is 

known shows a number of prominent directors and films that have survived history, even if the 

colors have not. One of the most notable uses of Sonochrome is in Dracula (Tod Browning, 

1931). The library of congress holds evidence of the original negative with “VERDANTE” 

written on several reels, indicating the use of green throughout the film.16 The green color was 

meant to create a sense of fear and was such a prominent creative decision that early posters for 

Dracula were printed in green.17 However, it’s doubtful that Browning’s use was a specialized 

situation. Anthony L’Abbate, preservation manager at George Eastman Museum, developed a 

fascination with Sonochrome prints and has ventured to find as many as possible, even if he 

admits that the task is comparable to “looking for a needle in a haystack.”18 In his search he’s 

been able to confirm Sonochrome’s use in The Virginian (Victor Fleming, 1929), Glorifying the 

American Girl (Millard Webb, 1929), Let’s Go Native (Leo McCarey, 1930), Popeye short A 

Dream Walking (Dave Fleischer, 1934),19Bird of Paradise (King Vidor, 1932), One Hour with 

You (Ernst Lubitsch, 1932), and Arizona (Wesley Ruggles, 1940).20 
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 It’s important to note other color processes happening around the same time period to put 

these works properly into context. Photographic color was already starting to take hold in the 

film industry, with Technicolor III, a 2-color subtractive process, being first released in 1927. 

Multicolor (later bought out by Cinecolor), Vitacolor, Fox Color, and Technicolor IV were all 

processes that marketed their compatibility with sound.21 The success of photographic color was 

undeniable, and these early processes foreshadow the eventual normalization of color in film 

(which would lead to a more definitive death of applied color). In comparison, it’s difficult to see 

Sonochrome’s ability to compete. It was a monochromatic process, the adding of other applied 

colors (the basis of pre-tinted stocks’ initial marketing) was comparatively labor intensive, and 

the use of Sonochrome introduced editing inconveniences because of the 20-frame difference 

between the image and optical soundtrack.22 However, these more elaborate processes were no 

small expense that studios couldn’t afford to incorporate too frequently during the 

depression.23It’s possible that the cost of photographic color meant that applied colors could still 

transition into the sound era without facing total destruction. While Sonochrome was a 

convenience in its sound capability, filmmakers still sought to use traditional methods of applied 

color with sound films. L’Abbate provides examples of films that used tints and tones, such as 

Dante’s Inferno (Harry Lachman, 1935), Hell’s Angels (Howard Hughes, 1930), and A 

Midsummer Night’s Dream (Max Reinhardt & William Dieterle, 1935).24 

The continued use and refinement of tints and tones, Sonochrome, and photographic 

color all illustrate a time of colorful experimentation in the late 1920s and throughout the 1930s. 

Something that is further displayed in MGM’s sepia-tone process. Developed in 1937 by John M. 

                                                      
21Street and Yumibe, “Color and the Coming of Sound,” 229-238. 
22 Read, “Unnatural Colors,” 24.  
23 Street and Yumibe, “Color and the Coming of Sound,” 238. 
24L’Abbate, “L’aventure Des Films SonoresTeintes,” 136. 



Nickolaus, the process is most notably known for its use in The Wizard of Oz (Victor Fleming, 

1939). Nickolaus used Sonochrome as the base for the two to three color toning process to give it 

its distinct color.25The process was developed with chemicals that wouldn’t harm the optical 

sound, as previous toning chemicals were known to destroy the soundtrack.26Sepia-tones gained 

a particular popularity in the late 1930s, and the use of pre-tinted stocks in general became 

common practice for these methods.27If Sonochrome and applied colors were doomed to be 

forgotten in the era of sound, it’s interesting to note the advancements made in sepia-toning so 

late into the 1930s. What would be the need if photographic color had replaced all early color 

methods and optical sound had killed the rest? This makes The Wizard of Oz an interesting case 

study in 1930s film color. The use of bright, beautiful technicolor is combined with applied film 

processes that were both developed and commonplace in the silent era. It’s entirely possible that 

the novelty of this is a modern revelation, while audiences in the 1930s were seeing the marriage 

of two everyday practices playing out on the silver screen.  

 

Preservation Concerns 

 Sonochrome’s absence from film’s historical consciousness already illustrates a lack of 

proper care for these films. It’s unfortunate that there are so many factors working against its 

preservation, leaving scholars and archivists with little to work with in its recovery. As stated 

previously in this paper, Sonochrome’s lack of specialized edge codes make it difficult to 

identify. However, Paul Read notes how to tell the difference between pre-tinted and lab tinted 

stocks:  

                                                      
25 Westphal, “The True Story of Tinted Talkies.”  
26 Street and Yumibe, “Color and the Coming of Sound,” 265-267. 
27 Westphal, “The True Story of Tinted Talkies.”  



The method of identifying this on an original tinted print is to scratch the emulsion off in 
an area outside the perforations. If the scratch is clear and uncoloured the film was tinted 
in the film laboratory using dye solutions; if the scratch is the same colour as the picture 
highlights, the film base was dyed before coating. (This can be confused by some nitrate 
film bases that have discoloured and have a yellow stain).28 
 

However, without the knowledge of pre-tinted sound stock in the first place, the lighter hues of 

Sonochrome can be confused for color fade.29In addition, many Sonochrome prints were 

presumably lost in the 1950s when nitrate prints were transferred onto acetate stock for the 

purpose of television broadcast.30 Preserving tints and tones was a lower priority to studios when 

television was in black and white, and as a result many of the applied colors of the 1930s have 

been lost. Even when television became colorized in 1954, re-transferring or re-printing versions 

of films with their tints and tones was seen as a needless expense.31This, of course, only extends 

to already known and preserved prints of the time—not much can be done about the amount of 

lost nitrate release prints of film in general.  

 The matter of finances is a constant challenge that archives must face, as well. Preserving 

color, especially applied color, is an expensive and complicated endeavor that many institutions 

may not be equipped to handle. Paolo CherchiUsai elaborates on this further in his own article, 

discussing how many applied methods of color are now extinct because of their reliance on the 

silver halides in nitrate stock.32 Archives often must choose between printing from color negative 

stocks, or on a tinted base from a black and white negative.33 Neither options produce 

completely accurate results, especially considering both methods require some level of recreation 

from modern technicians. Even without specialized consideration for Sonochrome and other 
                                                      
28 Read, “Unnatural Colors,” 14.  
29 Paul Read and Mark-Paul Meyer. “Using Pre-Tinted Positive Film on Which to Make the Print.” In Restoration of 
Motion Picture Film, 184-85. Oxford: Elsevier Science, 2000. 
30 Street and Yumibe, “Color and the Coming of Sound,” 265. 
31 Westphal, “The True Story of Tinted Talkies.”  
32Usai, “The Color of Nitrate,” 36-37. 
33 Ibid. 



applied color processes, the reality of historical color is that it is doomed to fade. Archives can 

only do so much to slow the process, but stopping it altogether is an impossibility.  

 

Conclusion 

 Though the evidence of its use is concentrated to the 1930s, Kodak would continue to 

release Sonochrome until the 1960s. After its role in the transition of film colors, it would 

predominantly be used as a theater snipes or advertisements.34 The end of the 1930s would mark 

a definite decline of Sonochrome’sdemand—and of applied colors in general—illustrated by 

Kodak reducing the number of colors released in 1940 to only three.35 

 Though Sonochrome’s presence in film history is scarce, it is far from insignificant. 

Kodak’s endeavor to create a product of this type is an indicator of how applied color was sought 

after at the end of the silent era. The loss of Sonochrome today in archives and institutions 

indicates an entirely new perspective to cinema during the introduction of sound. One that proves 

that color did not simply fade away in the 1930s, and that its continued existence was not 

remarkable because of how common it might have been. L’Abbate speaks in an interview about 

tracking down Sonochrome prints through film reviews, thinking that publications would surely 

mention the tints and tones of a film because of how novel it must have been. Instead, he 

discovers that the lack of attention on Sonochrome in the 1930s most likely implies that color on 

film was something audiences already expected.36 

 Photographic color processes are carefully documented because of the technological 

advances they represented. However, Sonochrome represents something different. Most likely, it 

represents the maintenance of a status quo in film exhibition. This can never be truly known 
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today because of the significant losses Sonochrome and applied color have suffered. However, 

evidence makes it clear that Sonochrome played a part in the process of cinema’s color evolution. 

Archivists and restorationists that have devoted time to bringing such subjects to the forefront 

should be commended, as these findings let us know that there was far more color in an era that 

we can’t help but see in black and white.  
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